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Introduction
The Year of Polar Prediction (YOPP) is a major initiative of WMO’s World Weather Research
Programme Polar Prediction Project (WWRP-PPP). The mission, to “enable a significant
improvement in environmental prediction capabilities for the polar regions and beyond,” will be
achieved through a combination of observational and modeling efforts, including focus on user
engagement and education. YOPP is coordinated by a steering group together with a group of
representatives from partners and like-minded initiatives, including CliC.
YOPP is still in the planning stages, developing an implementation plan and coordinating with
the polar science community in preparation for the intensive observational and modeling period
in 2017-2019. Major activities in this period include dedicated model experiments, coupled data
assimilation, intensive verification efforts, and special observational efforts including both field
campaigns and satellite remote sensing.
The Climate and Cryosphere project (CliC) is one of the 4 core projects of the World Climate
Research Programme, and is tasked with coordinating research efforts within the cryosphere
community and climate research. The primary scientific goals of CliC are to assess and
quantify the impacts of climatic variability and change on components of the cryosphere and
their consequences for the climate system, and to determine the stability of the global
cryosphere. These goals are closely aligned with the YOPP mission, as the cryosphere is a
dominant component of the polar climate system that is the central focus of YOPP. As a partner
organization to the YOPP initiative, CliC efforts in support of the YOPP objectives can make a
critical contribution to the overall success of the project.
CliC is composed of established working groups, limited-lifetime targeted activities and
technical committees. These contributions are based on existing projects; the role of CliC will
be to coordinate efforts between researchers rather than initiate new projects. Ongoing work by
these groups comprises the bulk of the contributions that CliC can make to the YOPP efforts.
This document outlines these contributions in the observational and modeling domains as well
as in outreach and community building.

Contribution I: Observations
The Arctic Sea Ice Working Group (ASIWG) and Antarctic Sea Ice Processes and Climate
(ASPeCt – co-sponsored by the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR)) are the
two primary CliC contributors in this area. The WMO Executive Council panel on Polar
Observations, Research and Services (EC-PORS) is also active in promoting and maintaining
polar observing networks (https://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/
www/polar/index_en.html), and CliC may serve as the connection between EC-PORS and
YOPP.	
  
	
  
The first and nearest-term contribution addresses the YOPP goal to “Improve the polar
observing system to provide good coverage of high-quality observations in a cost effective
manner.” ASWIG and ASPeCt have been working to develop standardized observational
procedures for sea ice measurements. Development of data templates/formats and
dissemination protocols will take existing observational efforts and make them easier to
consolidate into larger datasets. These efforts should be published and publicized well in
advance of the YOPP intensive observational period in order to allow time for field campaign
planning. Along these lines, newly-developed software for recording standardized shipborne observations of sea ice is under testing in the Arctic (in cooperation with ASIWG) and
Antarctic (coordinated by ASPeCt). Software, documentation, and any necessary hardware
should be disseminated in preparation for the 2017-2019 observing period. 	
  

The ASIWG has been working on establishing flagship observing sites in the Arctic, in
cooperation with the Global Cryosphere Watch (GCW). These sites provide a suite of
measurements, with field measurements addressing the “understanding of polar key
processes” identified as one of the YOPP priorities. Similarly, CliC has been contributing to the
planning of the MOSAIC observatory through the ASIWG. In the Antarctic, ASPeCt has
contributed to several groups on observing network development: Southern Ocean Observing
System (SOOS), Antarctic Fast Ice Network, and International Programme on Antarctic Buoys.
CliC projects are in the process of drafting two documents related to remote sensing of the
polar regions: the Southern Ocean Satellite Needs report and the ESA-CliC priorities
document. These ongoing efforts contribute directly to the YOPP efforts to increase
observational capabilities for the period of intensive observing (and generally). 	
  
The third major contribution to the observational aspects of the YOPP is coordination of field
campaigns through revitalization (and extending to the Antarctic) of the IcePlan.org website.
This resource allows research groups to share observing locations and times in order to
cooperate and coordinate with other groups in the field. With the planned 2017-2019 intensive
observation period, there will be a distinct need for coordination between research groups
worldwide participating in the observational efforts. This tool will be especially useful for helping
modeling groups coordinate with ongoing field campaigns for experiments in operational
forecasting. YOPP coordinating efforts and modeling groups can use the page as a platform for
requesting certain measurements from affiliated campaigns. CliC’s Technical Committee on
Sea Ice Observations is working on improving sharing of information on observation hardware
and software between institutes in order to better make use of limited campaign funding.	
  
Potential Additional Efforts: The YOPP intensive observational period may provide the
additional motivation to start new projects associated with CliC working groups and targeted
activities. A study comparing the different available sea ice thickness products using remote
sensing techniques (IceBridge, CryoSat, etc.) has already been proposed; this is an important
variable for assimilation into ice forecast models, hence the need for a more detailed
understanding of the nuances of the various products. However, various in-situ ice thickness
datasets are not fully compared and synthesized. This is particularly important Antarctica,
where satellite-derived estimates of sea-ice thickness datasets are severely compromised by
extensive regions of small ice freeboard and surface flooding. Similar to what the Permafrost
Carbon Network accomplished by cataloging and combining field measurements, consolidating
in situ measurements of ice thickness would create a more comprehensive field dataset,
supplement the remote sensing product comparison, and could make an important contribution
to the YOPP.

Contribution II: Modeling
Regarding modeling aspects, we have identified four areas where CliC could provide added
value to YOPP. There are other areas of overlap between CliC efforts and YOPP goals, but
concentrating on the most relevant activities will ensure better synergy between the projects.
First, the development and improvement of dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice models is of
high importance and presents opportunities to collaborate. CliC has a number of sea ice
experts, with recognized expertise in large-scale sea ice modeling focused on climate time
scales. More and more features are now included in modern sea ice models, such as black
carbon deposition, blowing snow and melt pond schemes, advanced radiative transfer models
into the snow and ice layers, detailed rheologies or improved parameterizations of wind/oceanice interactions. While these additional model components are generally found to be important
at climatic time scales, the YOPP gives the possibility to also test their relevance at weather
time scales.

The second contribution pertains to standardization of model outputs. As mentioned earlier,
the Arctic Sea Ice Working Group aims to provide standards to field scientists for observational
data archiving and formatting – and the SCAR/CliC ASPeCt has a similar program in the
Southern Ocean. One of the objectives of CliC’s Sea Ice and Climate Modeling Forum (SICMF)
is to facilitate model-model and model-data intercomparison by determining variable needs
from the different modeling groups in order to evaluate the representation of sea ice processes
in the models. CliC can adapt existing templates (http://www.climate-cryosphere.org/activities
/targeted/simip) and submit a version tailored for the YOPP. The CliC Sea Ice and Modeling
Forum is also expected to provide guidance for sea ice simulation, and recommend useful
variables for model evaluation. It can also serve as a forum for the exchange of ideas and
increased coordination of efforts between sea ice modelers and observers, which be the focus
of the planned 2nd CliC Sea Ice and Modeling workshop in early 2016. Based on existing
projects, such as the ESM Snow Model Intercomparison Project (ESM-SnowMIP) and Ice
Sheet Modeling Intercomparison (ISMIP6), a list of variables for terrestrial/sea ice snow and ice
sheet processes will be established. In addition, the upcoming EMBRACE-CMIP5/6 meeting in
Dubrovnik (October 2015) will be the place of intense discussions on the next generation of
process-oriented metrics for coupled climate models where several CliC project leaders will
participate. By early 2016, a list of metrics for model evaluation of cryospheric processes in
polar regions should be available from CliC that can be shared with YOPP for the evaluation of
predictive models.
A third contribution relates to linking modelers and stakeholders. So far, little has been done
to translate GCM results into relevant information for those who need it most: stakeholders,
investors, operational users of the polar regions, and others. The Sea Ice Prediction Network
(SIPN), established in 2008 and endorsed by CliC, has already suggested practical diagnostics
in order to translate information from a model into statements relevant for end-users (e.g.,
characterizing the navigability of the Arctic Ocean). There is some overlap in personnel
between SIPN and YOPP; CliC can contribute to ensuring that SIPN expertise and results are
included in YOPP. There are at least two particular challenges that can be addressed: (1) can
we extend the results of predictability studies to more user-relevant variables? For instance,
how predictable are the visibility and winds above sea ice? How predictable is the sea ice edge
location? (2) Can we take advantage of ensemble model simulations to better document the
inherent uncertainty of predictions due to unpredictable atmosphere, initial conditions or model
physics (i.e., can we translate probabilistic information into an adapted risk-oriented language)?
Finally, CliC has prioritized regional modeling in polar regions through the Polar-CORDEX
targeted activity. Regional climate modeling represents an opportunity to assess the concept of
“seamless prediction” (prediction using the same model on a wide range of time scales). To
date, issuing skillful predictions at hourly to decadal time scales with the same model remains
challenging. Regional models could be the ideal tools to bridge this gap owing to their high
spatial and temporal resolution and reasonable computational cost. This increase in resolution
is also critical for climate services. A significant contribution to YOPP could be to, in
collaboration with partner organizations that are more focused on user interactions, examine
whether these temporal and spatial resolutions are appropriate to fulfill the needs of end-users.
Regional models will also be appropriate to evaluate the importance of highly localized physical
processes at play in the polar regions. Sea ice deformation, topographic influences and oceanic
convective mixing modeled on a regional scale can be more readily compared to in-situ
observations during the YOPP intensive observation period. The evaluation of these processes
will be key for improving understanding of climate variability in data sparse areas, in particular
in the Southern Ocean where significant observational gaps remain.
Potential Additional Efforts: Another specific input to YOPP could be the inclusion of land
surface models from operational centers in the offline experiments proposed by ESMSnowMIP. These are site-scale and global experiments that are designed to evaluate the

representation of snow in a range of forcing conditions. Conversely, specific snow-related
observations during YOPP, if planned, could naturally be integrated into the evaluation strategy
of ESM-SnowMIP. 	
  

Contribution III: Data Assimilation and Modeling Validation
Data assimilation is an emerging topic in modeling research that will only increase in
importance in the years to come. Improved data assimilation into models is one of the primary
objectives of YOPP. At this time, CliC does not have projects in data assimilation. CliC efforts
relating to the use of observational data sets for model validation is primarily though a
partnership with the Obs4MIPS project. Currently, the Sea Ice and Climate Modeling Forum
and several MIPs are identifying variables for CMIP6 that will have specific data needs for
validation purposes. These efforts can be leveraged when planning observational campaigns
and remote sensing product development. Further, the ASIWG/ASPeCt work on standardizing
data will enable easier assimilation into the models.
CliC may further contribute to YOPP by coordinating a set of “data denial model experiments,”
in order to identify data needs for prediction models. In such experiments, a model is
attempting to reproduce itself (perfect-model approach) but the quality and quantity of
information used to initialize the system is gradually decreased. This approach identifies the
most important observable measures (including what, when, and where).	
  
Finally, CliC can ensure coordination between modelers and observational scientists, providing
information to the observational community so that observations and their uncertainties can be
formatted and documented appropriately for assimilation into models, and that observational
(especially remote sensing) uncertainties are properly quantified. Similarly, the modeling
community can more effectively communicate to the observational community what data
products are most useful for assimilation, and which processes need improved representations
in the models. 	
  

Contribution IV: Outreach and Community Building
One of the primary goals of the YOPP is to engage the polar science community and to have a
strong educational component. Communication channels established through CliC Projects
may be useful for focusing community efforts related to YOPP and of interest to the climate and
cryosphere communities. Through a newsletter, website, and social media channels, CliC
disseminates information to over a thousand people. YOPP communication, educational
materials, and results can be shared by these means when appropriate.	
  
As a part of its educational commitment to the YOPP effort, CliC has engaged two early career
researchers as Fellows, which will expose these early career researchers to international
science coordination and add new ideas to the YOPP/CliC partnership. CliC is also assisting
with the coordination and logistics of the Polar Prediction Field School scheduled for 2016. 	
  
	
  
The CliC Community supports the YOPP effort and looks forward to contributing through these
efforts and additional ideas.	
  
	
  
	
  

